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Interview with the team behind Art and
Culture Outreach (ACO)

PEN Hong Kong’s 2019 Members’ Mixer & Writing from Behind Bars Reading will be hosted on
Thursday 27 June at Art and Culture Outreach (ACO), on the border of Wan Chai and
Causeway Bay. The serene, top oor space caps a building teeming with artistic activity. Its
reading area overlooks Hennessy Road and has great views of Happy Valley.
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PEN Hong Kong recently had a chance to sit down and chat with the team behind ACO: Susi
Law Wai Shan, Mimi Luk, and Lin On Yeung. We talked about the past, present, and future of
ACO and literary spaces in the city, and freedom of expression in Hong Kong. We’re excited to
present this interview as our rst entry in a Literary Communities series.

Left to right: Susi, Mimi, and Yeung

PEN Hong Kong: Tell me a little about yourself and how Art and Culture Outreach (ACO) came
to be.
Susi: I’ve been here since 2015. I have a background in Visual Arts. ACO has been running this
bookstore for 10 years, and the group has been managing Foo Tak Building art and cultural units
for more than 15 years.
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Now I’m focused on the management of the curatorial aspects here and collaborating with
artists.
Yeung: I came here in March last year. My rst experience with ACO was perhaps a decade
ago. I was working with my friend for a photography magazine publishing in this exact space at
that time actually. Before I joined ACO, I worked in a number of different art organizations: I’ve
done a lot of things not related to art as well, like some green living initiatives.
My main role now at ACO is in managing the book selection, the events that we do, as well as
our publishing activities.
Mimi: I came about a year ago. My rst contact with ACO was in 2017 when I joined as an
assistant for their artist in residence program. But I don’t actually have an art background—I
studied engineering and Japanese in school. But I just like books (laughs) and I really like what
ACO is doing here.
PEN Hong Kong: It sounds like ACO has had quite a history. Was the point of the organization
always to showcase a combination of literary and visual arts?
Susi: ACO has always been trying to be a meeting point for people from different creative
elds, like art, music, literature, theatre, dance, and lm as well as the wider community:
neighbours, scholars, tourists, students…
What challenges have you faced and do you still face in running ACO?
Susi: We have 18 other units here in the Foo Tak Building, so it is a lot to manage at once. We
always try to support emerging artists and cultural groups, they’re like sponsored residencies
here. It’s always dif cult for us when these residencies end and we have to say goodbye.
PEN Hong Kong: Right, it feels like you’re just not supporting the artist anymore.
Susi: Yeah, but it’s bittersweet because it also means they’re on their feet and can support
themselves outside of our space.
PEN Hong Kong: If you had to really sell ACO to someone who had never been here before,
what would you say?
Susi: We want to give the space a human or more ecological feeling. These tables we’re at, for
example, are made of recycled wood. We also have a “self-serve corner” here: a station with
tea and water that people can help themselves to, and they can freely donate.
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Yeung: For a visitor without any art background, the rst thing I would do is introduce them to
Foo Tak and our community of artists and scholars.
I always like telling people about the issues facing physical book publishers as well, with the
challenge of e-books. What makes a book special to me is its physical form: the design of the
covers, how the text is laid out, how it feels to the touch—I think these tangible things can’t be
replaced by anything digital.
PEN Hong Kong: Yeung, you mentioned green living earlier. Is environmental awareness
another thing that you’re interested in pursuing here at ACO?
Yeung: Yeah. Even before the three of us were here, the previous manager had initiatives like
managing rooftop garden while serving the food as a “food exhibition”. Now we serve as the
collecting point of community-supported agriculture (CSA) vegetable orders from a local
organic farm.
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Susi: We’ve also co-presented events like the Food and Farming Film Festival and we host book
sharing events about permaculture. We always like to support these kinds of events: it’s
dif cult to do them in an international nancial city like Hong Kong that champions speed and
pro t.
PEN Hong Kong: You’ve all engaged in signi cant publishing activities. What are your thoughts
on the state of Hong Kong’s publishing industry today?
Yeung: I think the basic challenge really is that our habits have changed with technological
advances. People used to need books to get their information about the world. But now people
have so many channels to get whatever information they want.
Of course, this isn’t only a Hong Kong problem, but there are issues speci c to the city. We’re a
small market of only about seven million people. If we publish books in traditional Chinese, it’s
harder to reach an international audience. In addition, mainland China has very strict
regulations on book importation, which further shrinks our possible market.
Publishing is a dif cult industry here. Other independent publishers that I have talked to usually
say that if they can break even, it’s already a success.
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Susi: We once had a meeting with a fellow publisher who had been doing this work for fteen
years. She felt that the industry was more like charitable work. At ACO we are a charitable
organization, but we don’t want to just print books at a loss. The question is how to promote
the books?
We’re publishing a book on printmaking next month. It’s on urban fauna, so we’re planning an
exhibition and nature walk in conjunction with the launch. The book is also a chance for us to
explore going beyond the Chinese language, especially since the project was originally inspired
by Latin American art.
Mimi: I feel like the critical part of the puzzle here in Hong Kong is distribution. You need space
to warehouse books, you need shelf space to actually get the books in people’s hands.
Especially for independent or new authors, the big bookstore chains often won’t care to stock
their books.
PEN Hong Kong: Interesting that you bring up distribution, Mimi. I’ve heard from other
booksellers that large distributors are moving their operations into the mainland. Is that
causing any worry for the publishers and booksellers that you know?
Yeung: I think there’s always a worry about censorship. Any books warehoused in, for example,
Guangzhou, have to be censored because that’s the law. Still, in Hong Kong itself there isn’t any
kind of of cial censorship. So publishers and authors can still choose to work with distributors
that stay in Hong Kong.
PEN Hong Kong: Have any of you felt restricted from expressing yourselves due to commercial,
political, or other pressures?
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Mimi: For me not really.
Yeung: Yeah, not really.
Mimi: Actually, I’ve had the experience that I’ll say something I think is normal and have others
tell me “oh you’re brave for saying that.” That makes me feel strange. Supposedly you’re free to
express yourself here in Hong Kong. When people start questioning some statements as
“brave”, I think that’s an issue.
Yeung: I think we have an advantage because we are fully independent: we don’t get funding
from governments or corporations.
Susi: The only time I sense any restriction personally is actually when I’m arguing with family
(laughs). But I see it happening more and more. Say, if an artist is having an exhibition in China,
they might question whether they can do certain things. Or if a group is getting government
funding they might choose of their own volition to simply remove potentially sensitive material.
Mimi: I think rather than reacting to any real consequences, people are reacting to fear.
PEN Hong Kong: Right, it does sound like there is a general atmosphere of fear, rather than any
overt restrictions. So in this kind of atmosphere, how can we best help independent artists?
Mimi: Well the rst thing is to let go of the fear.
Susi: I think people can help by being alert to incidents that are happening. When Tai Kwun
announced they were cancelling a book launch by Ma Jian, the public reaction eventually led
them to retract the cancellation.
Mimi: What we’re doing here is important as well. Being independent means that we don’t
have to worry about political pressures as much. Like, if Tai Kwun kept the Ma Jian launch
cancelled, we would have been able to offer this space if needed.
Yeung: It’s important to not be silent in the face of evil. If we still have the room to speak for
ourselves, we should speak out. We should be more actively participating in society, whether
in art, culture, politics or whatever.
PEN Hong Kong: Ok, that was some pretty heavy stuff we just covered. Maybe something
lighter to nish? (All laugh) I see that you have a featured book here today, entitled One Portrait

One Arabic: why don’t you tell us about that?
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Susi: So, this is a project by Apple Wong. She’s an artist with a studio here in the Foo Tak
Building. She was in Egypt for a residency and was really amazed by the culture around her
there. So she started a booth on the street there and said “I give you a portrait, you give me a
word in Arabic” to passersby. Now the results of that, the portraits and the words, are in this
book and this exhibition on our walls.
PEN Hong Kong: If you all had to pick one book that represents what Hong Kong is to you,
which one would you pick?
Susi: My book is caak3 seng1 by Ahkok Wong. He’s doing a PhD in the UK now on the history
and culture of handpan, but he is known as an independent musician here and activist in Hong
Kong. This book, made in collaboration with a local sound art organization, is a collection of
short essays on sound spaces in Hong Kong. I think there are very in-depth “grassroots”
observations and re ections on ghting for a more civil society here.
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Mimi: My book is Grandma Grandpa Cook by MCCM Creations. This is a book about
grandparents’ cooking. It has a lot of recipes, but it also tells the story of each dish. I think food
is the basis of culture, and I think this book really highlights that. How the recipes and stories
are passed down from generation to generation. You don’t even need to make the recipes, you
can read it and feel the emotion.

Yeung: My book is From Me to We: The Stories of How We Live as a Community by The Little
Post (of Breakthrough Organization). This is a collection of interviews of people who have
initiated community projects in response to the Umbrella Movement of 2014. Often, people feel
that the resistance then was a failure, so I like using this book to show how that time has
injected an important energy into Hong Kong society. In it you see so many examples of people
putting ideas into action.
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PEN Hong Kong: Anything else you would like to share?
Susi: I’d like to give a shout out to the ACO Art Space at 6/F, Foo Tak Building. We’re really
happy to be able to offer the space for artistic experimentation, as Hong Kong is really lacking
in that kind of space. Half of the year we rent it out and the other half we curate our own
exhibitions.
Some of our projects at ACO explore our dual identity as an art space and a bookstore. How
can we connect art and books together? Can they become one? We’re going to continue
experimenting with this in future projects.
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艺鵠 ACO
Address: 14/F, Foo Tak Building, 365-367 Hennessy Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong (Exit B of
Causeway Bay MTR station, opposite to Tin Lok Lane)
Telephone: +852 2893 4808
E-mail address: hello@aco.hk (mailto:hello@aco.hk)
Opening Hours: 12nn to 7pm, every Tuesday to Sunday

The rst PEN Hong Kong’s members’ mixer in 2019 will take place on Thursday 27 June 2019.
We welcome you to join us and talk to us and other members.
Time: Starting at 7:30pm
Venue sponsor: Art and Culture Outreach｜艺鵠
Moderator: Ilaria Maria Sala, Vice-President of PEN Hong Kong
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